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1. Computational creativity 
Margaret Boden, a master at bringing ideas from artificial intelligence and cognitive 
science to the masses, has done it again. In The Creative Mind, she has produced a well- 
written, well-argued review and synthesis of current computational theories relevant to 
creativity. This book seems appropriately pitched for students in survey courses and for 
the intelligent lay public. And if ever there were a topic suitable for bridging the gap 
between the researchers and the layperson, this is surely it: What is creativity, and how 
is it possible? Or, in computational terms (the terms that Boden argues ought to be 
applied): What are the processes of creativity? 
Boden’s stated goal is to explain how creativity is possible, where creativity is taken 
to be a psychological phenomenon, and an explanation of possibility is taken to be 
a computational process. As computationalists with active interests in creativity, we 
find this perspective congenial. But while offering many examples of creativity and 
surveying many approaches to creativity, the book leaves most details of the processes 
of creativity and their interactions unexplicated. Nevertheless, although Boden does not 
deliver a full-fledged computational explanation of the phenomenon, she does provide a 
strong argument that such an explanation is possible. 
The early motivational sections of the book enthusiastically play up the notion that 
creativity, as opposed to “mere novelty”, is somehow paradoxical. The middle section 
offers broad but shallow coverage of existing computational models with some emphasis 
on connectionist approaches. The exposition is studded with excellent examples of 
creativity drawn from the worlds of high culture and epochal science. Major chapters 
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are devoted to “Unromantic Artists” and ‘Computer Scientists”-that is, to computer 
programs that have been built to simulate artistic and scientific creation and interpretation 
(e.g., AARON, BORIS, TALE-SPIN, ARCS, DENDRAL, BACON, AM, and so on). 
The final section dwells on a grab-bag of ancillary issues such as the relationship of 
randomness to creativity, the degree to which creativity is reasonably conceived as a 
special gift limited to the chosen few, and the nature of computational theories and 
explanations of phenomena such as creativity (including a round in Searle’s Chinese 
Room). 
Our interest is primarily in the examples, implementations, and theories that comprise 
the middle section of the book, but it is important to spend a bit of time understanding the 
problem as Boden has laid it out. As noted, Boden’s goal is a computational account of 
the psychological phenomenon of creativity. Her achievement is to make the possibility 
of such a theory seem more probable (or, perhaps, at least conceivable). Both goal and 
achievement, however, must be contrasted with other possible ends. Boden designates 
the object of her study as “P-creativity” (or psychological creutivi~), distinguishing it 
from at least two other related concepts: “mere novelty” and “H-creativity” (or historical 
creativity). 
P-creativity is a cognitive notion. By askin g how some individual came up with an 
idea that seems beyond what they ought to be able to think, one concerns oneself with 
thought processes and can deploy all the tools of computational modeling to understand 
these processes. In contrast, H-creativity refers to judgments that are made by a culture 
about the novelty and worth of ideas. Boden downplays the value of this standard, 
arguing convincingly that H-creativity is overly restrictive, and that P-creativity is the 
more significant in that H-creativity typically results from it. Boden chooses many H- 
creative ideas as glamorous examples, but the assumption remains that most instances 
of H-creativity must in the end be explained in terms of some individual’s P-creative 
act. We agree that the important scientific question is how P-creativity could happen and 
that the right kind of answer to this question is a computational one. After all, no one 
has much of a handle on a computational model of culture. The key distinction between 
P-creativity and H-creativity is Boden’s position that creativity is an attribute of mental 
processes rather than mental products. Although there is consensus that historically 
significant innovations are creative, Boden holds that what is creative when thought by 
one individual may not be so when thought by another. As computationalists, we like 
this emphasis on process over product in defining creativity. 
Furthermore, we believe that a creative outcome is not the outcome of extraordinary 
mental processes, but of mechanisms that are on a continuum with those used in ordinary 
thinking. In our view (and Boden’s), extraordinary outcomes arise from the application 
of ordinary mechanisms, enhanced and applied with conscious (strategic) control. For 
example, later in this review we describe Maxwell’s use of analogy in deriving the 
electromagnetic field equations. In doing so, Maxwell constructed a hybrid analogical 
source model for electromagnetism that draws physical and mathematical constraints 
from two mechanical source domains: continuum mechanics and machine mechanics. It 
is not ordinary to construct a hybrid hypothetical analogy as Maxwell did, but analogy is 
an ordinary mechanism. To understand creativity, we need to understand what is different 
about the employment of ordinary mechanisms in creative problem solving. The focus 
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on the outcome, for example, as in historical creativity, may provide criteria for what 
counts as a creative idea, but not an understanding of what is a creative reasoning 
process. (We will return to this point later.) 
Boden’s distinction between psychological and historical creativity is important (in 
fact, indispensable) in establishing the book’s focus. Opposing P-creativity to mere 
novelty is also important. It serves to rule out easy, boring cases of new ideas that 
are not interestingly new. How Boden makes this distinction, however, strikes us as 
somewhat problematic. Boden argues that true creativity (as opposed to mere novelty) 
occurs when a person thinks a thought that is outside the space of thoughts that are 
even conceivable to that person-outside, as it were, their knowledge level [26]. To 
clarify this idea, she invokes representations, rules, and search spaces, noting that fixing 
these constructs limits what can be generated by the thought processes of the reasoner. 
Creativity, then, requires the modification of these structures in order to expand their 
generative capacity. 
Notice, however, that these clarifications have the effect of building aspects of a 
particular computational account of mental life into the definition of creativity. The 
effect is to limit the range of computational explanations up for consideration to those 
that are expressible within the particular computational paradigm chosen to model the 
mind. We believe the choice of constructs playing a role in mentation (and thus up 
for modification) are subject to debate; as will be elaborated below, we would invoke 
constructs such as cases, indexing structures, adaptation rules, and control strategies. 
This review is organized as follows. In the next section we offer an initial critique 
of Boden’s approach to characterizing creativity, and raise a set of questions we believe 
must ultimately be addressed (though we certainly do not claim to be able to answer 
all of them). In Section 3, we lay out our preferred framework for thinking about and 
modeling creativity-a framework in which much of mental life depends on the retrieval 
and manipulation of past experiences. Within this case-based reasoning framework, we 
focus on five major influences on cognition (and thus on the potential for creativity) ; 
each of these five influences is illustrated using examples of mechanical design, the first 
of three different domains we have studied, and is related to some of Boden’s obser- 
vations. Section 4 takes up some of the issues raised in our early critique of Boden’s 
model, using examples of everyday creative interpretation (our second domain) to ar- 
gue against the notion of special creative processes. Section 5 focuses on “constructive 
modeling”, which integrates analogical reasoning with visual reasoning and thought ex- 
perimentation. The value of this process and how it fits into our framework is illustrated 
by an example of historically (and psychologically) important scientific creativity (our 
third and final domain). Section 6 concludes this review by summarizing our approach 
to modeling creativity and relating it to Boden’s position. 
2. Characterizing the “thinkable” 
Although we disagree with Boden’s choice of constructs, one needs some charac- 
terization of the space of thoughts that are ordinarily thinkable by the computational 
model, and the set of modifications to the thought-generating elements in the model 
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that modify this space in an interesting manner. Ideally, what counts as an interesting 
modification should be specified in a manner independent of the particular computational 
modeling paradigm, although the modification mechanisms themselves can, of course, 
only be specified in the chosen formalism. In other words, the issue is: Whatever the 
constructs involved in mentation, be they cases, rules, or search spaces, what counts as 
the “ordinarily thinkable”, and what counts as a “creative” (as opposed to mundane) 
modification of the space of ordinarily thinkable thoughts? 
We agree with Boden in that she refrains from defining the thinkable in terms of 
what is derivable through deduction from the reasoner’s knowledge (as, for example, is 
often done in formalizations of “knowledge levels” [ 6,261). Instead, the search space 
includes everything derivable from all the available reasoning operators (which could, 
and usually do, go beyond deduction). However, this leads to the paradox that, in 
some sense, every thought must be part of the set of thoughts that could be generated 
through available reasoning operators; if one comes to think a thought, it must have been 
thinkable. Boden’s answer to this is that some operators carry out conceptual change 
[ 2,22,28,35] and thus fundamentally modify the search space. 
This account falls short in two ways: first, conceptual change is as elusive a notion 
as creativity itself [22], and, second, it is not obvious why the search space generated 
by application of conceptual change operators is not considered part of the thinkable. 
An independent (and operationalized) characterization of what makes these conceptual 
change operators different from all the other more ordinary inferential operations is 
needed. 
In particular, consider Boden’s formulation of thought as a search over a given search 
space defined by a set of constraints, operators, and representations. Boden implies that 
creative search involves changing or extending the constraints, operators, or represen- 
tation, using an additional set of operators (with associated constraints and representa- 
tions) whose job it is to modify the first set. Thus, ordinary thought is a search over an 
ordinary (albeit nondeductive) search space, whereas creative thought is a meta-search 
using a separate set of operators. While such an account, in principle, is perfectly ac- 
ceptable, it is unclear what theoretical principles would license the placement of a given 
operator (or piece of knowledge) into one or the other of the search or meta-search 
categories. As we will elaborate below, we do not believe there are special meta-search 
operators that are different from ordinary inferential mechanisms. 
Furthermore, we are skeptical that those individuals noted for producing many inter- 
esting ideas undergo radical conceptual change in order to produce each idea. Although 
this may be true of many historically significant ideas, we would prefer a model of 
long-term conceptual development in which the individual evolves a search space, that, 
when.explored by normal thought processes, still includes many thoughts that would be 
considered creative. 
These objections notwithstanding, we arc fully sympathetic with Boden’s goal of 
explaining creativity by appeal to computational processes. We were, therefore, most 
interested in the particular set of processes suggested: heuristic search (as in BA- 
CON), multiple levels of representation (as in BORIS), fuzzy matching (using an 
unspecified connectionist implementation), and most notable, conceptual change (unim- 
plemented). 
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We agree with the idea of creativity emerging through multiple interacting processes, 
but we think that Boden’s account leaves open several questions. First, the discussion of 
the mechanisms, though suggestive, is more descriptive than computational. Second, it 
is unclear what the overall process model is: How do all these mechanisms fit together? 
How do they interact? Do they operate on the same representations? If not, how do they 
communicate, and what do they communicate about? A third set of issues relates to 
Boden’s suggestion that these processes are not unique to specially endowed individuals. 
It is never quite clear whether these processes are unique to creative thought, or, if not, 
what distinguishes those thoughts that are creative from those that are not, within a 
single individual. 
3. Five aspects of thought 
Parallel to and independent of Boden’s analysis, we have been studying creative rea- 
soning in several different domains, with a similar goal of producing computational 
process models of creativity. Much of what we have. found concurs with Boden’s ob- 
servations and proposals, but we are seeking more specifics and more coherence in our 
models. We believe that in order to analyze creative reasoning, one needs a theoretical 
computational framework in which to model thinking. To this end, we propose using 
a computational approach rooted in case-based reasoning [lo]. This paradigm is fun- 
damentally concerned with memory issues, such as remindings from partial matches at 
varying levels of representation and the formation of analogical maps between seem- 
ingly disparate situations-exactly the kinds of phenomena that researchers up to, and 
including, Boden have highlighted as central to creativity. 
Accordingly, we see creative thought, like all thought, as involving processes of 
problem interpretation and problem reformulation, case and model retrieval, elaboration 
and adaptation, and ultimately, evaluation. Interpretation and reformulation are part 
of situation assessment-the process of redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of 
a memory’s indexing scheme. Elaboration and adaptation include standard analogical 
processes as well as the more general process of constructive modeling, discussed at 
length in Section 5. Evaluation includes outcome determination, be it by simulation or 
by case-based prediction. All of these processes follow from our enriched case-based 
reasoning model [ 111, and fit together into a coherent whole within that framework. 
Research in case-based reasoning has provided extensive knowledge of how to analyze 
and reformulate problems, how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, 
how to build and search libraries of experience, how to merge and adapt experiences, 
and how to evaluate candidate solutions. 
Our examples of creativity are drawn from three disparate domains: We are studying 
creativity in the everyday activities of average people by studying the design of me- 
chanical devices [ 13,37,38] and by looking at the processes involved in reading and 
understanding science fiction stories [ 18,19,28]. At the same time, we are examining 
and analyzing what led to the significant scientific discoveries of Maxwell and Faraday 
[ 21-231. Examples drawn from these studies, as well as Boden’s own examples, will 
be used to illustrate our points. 
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Our research suggests that creativity is not a process in itself that can be turned on 
or off; rather, it arises from the confluence and complex interaction of inferences using 
multiple kinds of knowledge in the context of a tusk or problem and in the context 
of a specific situation. Much of what we think of as creativity arises from interesting 
strategic control of these inferences and their integration in the context of a task and 
situation. These five aspects-inferences, knowledge, task, situation and control--are not 
special or unique to creativity but are part of normal everyday thinking. They determine 
the thinkable, the thoughts that the reasoner might normally have when addressing a 
problem or performing a task. 
To give a taste of what we mean by each of these five aspects, the next five sections 
give examples of each aspect in the context of design. Design is a pervasive form of 
thinking which most people do every day, not just in specific engineering contexts. All 
five aspects of thought are involved in design reasoning along the entire continuum from 
routine to creative design. The goal of this section is to give examples of the five aspects 
that determine the thinkable. The next section discusses what it means to go beyond the 
thinkable with respect to these five aspects. 
3.1. Inferential mechanisms 
We have performed an exploratory study in which we observed a four-person team 
engaged in a seven-week undergraduate mechanical engineering (ME) design project 
[ 13,371. The task was to design and build a device to quickly and safely transport 
several eggs from one location to another. In this study, we observed that designers 
move fluidly between a variety of inferential methods. Typical ones include problem 
understanding, decomposition, elaboration, and redescription, as well as remembering, 
adapting, and merging design artifacts previously seen. 
For example, while trying to think of ways of launching a heavy transport device, 
carrying several eggs from a pool of water, our ME designers recalled the behavior of a 
submarine submerging and launching a missile. This helped them to visualize the desired 
behavior of the device being designed and to elaborate the problem specification. While 
visualizing and acting out the missile launch, the students noticed that submarines launch 
missiles one at a time. This led to a redescription of the problem from launching a group 
of eggs in a single launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches. The 
students went on to merge this idea with other ideas they had earlier, such as enclosing 
each egg in a tennis ball for protection (an adaptation of an earlier idea to enclose 
several eggs in a NERF football). 
Such inferences are driven and guided by the evaluation of proposed design ideas 
through critical analysis, as well as by experimentation and mental simulation. The gen- 
erative mechanisms, guided by critiques, respond to opportunities to create new alterna- 
tives by merging or adapting proposed ideas. The design specification is incrementally 
updated as ideas are tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent. 
The types of inferential methods we observed (e.g., problem elaboration and re- 
description, solution remembering, adapting, and merging) were applied throughout the 
design process to produce routine (thinkable) as well as innovative ideas. They were 
applied in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner, with their application heavily 
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influenced by the other four aspects of thought. Computational models of several in- 
ferential mechanisms exist, which exemplify the inferential aspect of thought. These 
include: 
l reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a different but familiar idea (e.g., [8] 
shows how this can lead to useful problem reformulations which facilitate the 
operationalization of abstract advice (in the form of proverbs) during planning 
situations), 
l visualization, mental simulation, and thought experimentation, which we have seen 
to be useful in evaluating and elaborating ideas, and in reformulating problems in 
design [ 141 and scientific reasoning [ 22,231, 
l constraint relaxation and substitution, which is useful in problem reformulation and 
elaboration (e.g., Moorman and Ram [ 181 show how new concepts can be formed 
or understood, while reading science fiction stories, by systematically tweaking 
constraints on known, familiar objects), 
l relaxing constraints during memory search, which facilitates problem reformulation 
and retrieval (e.g., Turner [ 361 calls this imginafive retrieval and shows how it 
can be used to retrieve ideas for writing short stories), 
l relevance assessment, which is useful, for example, in retrieval and evaluation [ 3 1 I, 
and 
l explanation of anomalies, which is also useful in retrieval and evaluation (e.g., 
[29,331). 
3.2. Knowledge sources 
Our second aspect of thought is knowledge. Designers draw on a variety of knowledge 
sources, particularly previous design experiences, accumulated from personally designing 
artifacts, studying case studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts designed by 
others. Designers typically work within a “design culture” [ 201 of common engineering 
practices, design styles, techniques, and technologies. Innovation often arises when ideas 
from one culture are applied in another. In our ME design study, one designer drew 
much inspiration from automotive engineering, a design culture in which he is intensely 
interested. Many of his ideas came from recalling devices and concepts from the car 
domain, such as shock absorbers, unit-body versus single-frame construction, and air- 
bags. 
A crucial part of what makes this transfer possible involves understanding, elaborating, 
and redefining the given problem specification to make connections to domains with 
which they are familiar. Designers often build on their knowledge of previous, similar 
problems (and their solutions) to derive new constraints and priority structures that 
improve or go beyond those stated in the original problem description. For example, 
our ME designers redefined their launch problem, based on recalling how submarines 
launch missiles. They derived evaluative issues and new criteria and constraints, based 
on their experiences with devices such as cars, toys and sports equipment, as well as 
designs for previous high-school egg-drop projects. 
Many of the aspects of constraint exploration we observed in our designers can be 
experienced by Boden’s reader when, in Chapter 4, she encourages the reader to play a 
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game of necklace building within a set of rules. As Boden points out, the construction 
and exploration of conceptual spaces is often facilitated by drawing analogies to familiar 
concepts so that knowledge and reasoning techniques can be transferred to the current 
problem. As we will show later, the same sorts of redescription and construction of 
conceptual structures occur in the other two areas we have studied-science fiction 
reading (in which new concepts must be invented to understand the stories) and scientific 
discovery (in which new hybrid models are designed by merging pieces of knowledge 
from multiple source domains). We call this process constructive modeling [ 3,19,22- 
251. Other existing mechanisms for accessing and manipulating knowledge sources 
include redescription and abstraction, such as reinterpretation of data at a higher level 
(for example, symbolic interpretation of numerical data [ 15,281)) and cross-contextual 
analogy (e.g., [ 28,321). 
Transferring knowledge from one design culture (or domain, in general) to another 
is not necessarily P-creative. However, identifying a domain as relevant, figuring out 
which pieces of knowledge or which strategies can be transferred to a new problem, and 
how to adapt and combine them to solve the new problem can be a creative process. 
These are important questions of focus which Boden does not address, but which are 
central to understanding what guides exploration within a generative system. (Boden is 
concerned more with how creativity is possible than with what guidance can make it 
more probable.) We believe many of the answers to these focus-related questions come 
from the task at hand and the situational context. 
3.3. Tusks 
A third aspect influencing what is thinkable is the task. Design is a complex task, 
involving several subtasks, such as brainstorming, critiquing, gathering information about 
and elaborating ideas, and finding, constructing, and integrating design pieces. Which 
aspects of a remembered design experience or a proposed design alternative the designer 
focuses on depend on what is relevant to the task at hand. This can greatly influence 
the strategic control of the design process, as well as which new constraints or criteria 
are added to the design specification and which elaborations or adaptations of ideas are 
suggested. 
For example, there are numerous facts associated with submarines, but our designers 
were drawn to the fact that they launch missiles one at a time, as opposed to, for example, 
facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or about the cramped, claustrophobic 
interior. They were viewing the submarine missile launch from the perspective of trying 
to borrow its solution to the problem of initiating a powerful launch from water; thus, 
what was relevant was the detail that multiple, relatively small missiles are launched 
one at a time. This focus on individual launches helped suggest a new way of looking 
at the problem [ 14 I. 
3.4. Situation 
Situation is our fourth aspect of thought. Design does not typically occur in a vac- 
uum. Rather, designers usually try to experiment with their design (e.g., a mock-up, 
simulation, prototype, or partial construction) in a real-world situation (e.g., the typical 
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operating environment, a potential maintenance situation, a worst-case scenario). This 
provides concrete feedback that can refine the problem specification to require any pos- 
itive features noticed and to prohibit any flaws that were detected. At the same time, the 
evolving specification can be used to reinterpret entities in the environment and realize 
their relevance to the problem at hand. 
Designers operate in a rich context of ideas, which are not only recalled and adapted 
from previous experiences, but also recognized in the current external environment. 
(That is, the environment can be a source of inspiration, in addition to knowledge and 
experiences recalled.) The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem and 
desired solution primes the designer to recognize good ideas when they are stumbled 
upon. Problem redescription often enables the designer to overcome functional fixedness 
and notice new, alternative functions and uses for common design pieces. This leads to 
insights into new ways of solving pending problems (thus facilitating serendipity). 
For example, at one point in the ME design project, the students were considering 
using a spring launch device, but had the problem that the springs bent when com- 
pressed. After generating, simulating, and critiquing a few proposals, they augmented 
their specification to require that each spring be enclosed in a collapsible tube. How- 
ever, they could not immediately think of anything that could serve as a collapsible tube, 
so they temporarily gave up on designing the launch mechanism. Later, as they were 
looking for protective egg cushioning material, they came across toilet paper holders 
and immediately recognized them as the collapsible tubes they needed to keep springs 
straight [ 381. By playing with the springs, noticing problems, and suggesting fixes, the 
designers formed a specific, concrete description of what they needed. This description 
was used to reinterpret the paper holder when it was seen and to recognize its additional 
function of preventing springs from bending upon compression. 
Being situated facilitated the designers’ discovery by bringing to their attention objects 
that could solve their problem without requiring the objects to be recalled as relevant 
solutions. Playing with the springs in a concrete situation also provided feedback to 
help the designers elaborate and refine their description of what they needed. The 
designers became immersed in the problem-redescribing it and viewing it from multiple 
perspectives, considering, comparing, and critiquing several options-so that when a 
relevant solution was spotted, the way it fit into the problem was immediately discerned. 
The importance of becoming immersed in the problem situation is implicitly acknowl- 
edged by Boden when she interrupts Chapter 4 to encourage the reader to temporarily 
stop reading and to play the necklace-building game. She suggests that the reader prac- 
tice building necklaces (with pencil and paper), play around with the rules, record any 
interesting things that are noticed, etc. Although Boden does not analyze why this is so 
important, constructing specific necklace-building situations does provide feedback that 
can help the reader understand the problem constraints, their implications, and ways of 
modifying them. 
3.5. Strategic control 
Finally, the fifth aspect of thought is the strategic control of inferences. Designers 
must make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to elaborate or 
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adapt next, which constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also move between 
various tasks, subproblems, and design processes in a flexible and highly opportunistic 
manner. 
We observed a variety of strategic control heuristics used by our ME designers. 
Some were opportunistic. An example is letting extremes distract. When an alternative 
was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria extremely well compared to the other 
alternatives, our designers directed their efforts toward elaborating that alternative [ 381. 
They optimistically suspended criticism or discounted the importance of criteria or 
constraints that were not satisfied as well. Suspending criticism during brainstorming is 
a common strategic ideation technique which involves taking a cognitive risk. A similar 
mechanism is seen in creative interpretation, in which the reader must suspend disbelief 
in unfamiliar aspects of a story in order to understand it (see below). Sometimes, as 
constraints are relaxed or placed at a lower priority, an opportunity to reformulate the 
problem is revealed [ 141. Noticing invariants [ 91, as well as anomalies, can also aid in 
understanding a problem and reveal ways of redescribing it. 
Some strategic control heuristics are more deliberate, based on reflection. For example, 
one heuristic our designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution 
first before stepping back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints [ 37,381. 
Other deliberate heuristics include making nonstandard substitutions [ 11,121, applying 
adaptation strategies in circumstances other than the ones they were meant for [ 11,201, 
merging pieces of separate solutions with each other in nonobvious ways [ 11,12], and 
goal-directed inferential control [ 24,27,30]. 
Often, creativity arises when a set of “normal” strategies are applied to a situation 
in which a run-of-the-mill solution is not immediately forthcoming and the control 
heuristics allow the reasoner to devote more resources to the problem, looking further 
and further afield for possible knowledge and strategies until something results in a 
creative solution. Examples include a problem reformulation that takes several steps; 
an analogy to a far-off case or model; an analogy from a hybrid analog constructed 
incrementally from more than one source; a strategy imported from a different problem- 
solving culture; an unexpected and novel opportunity afforded to the reasoner by virtue 
of an unusual task context. Many of these could happen during “ordinary thought”, but 
most thought does not allow enough leeway to look that far or to play with ideas for 
that long or it does not occur in a context that affords such an opportunity. 
4. Beyond the thinkable 
Based on this view of creative thought, we offer a very pragmatic definition of the 
normal search space. It is not the deductive (or other) closure of everything that is 
known-an inherently uncomputable concept. Rather it is the space of the thoughts 
one would usually explore in a pragmatic context. There may be cases where important 
possibilities are outside the space of theoretically conceivable thoughts. (Perhaps rings of 
carbon atoms could never arise within the chemical theory prevailing at the time Kekule 
tackled benzene.) But, in other cases, thoughts that are within the theoretical space 
are nevertheless pragmatically inconceivable (e.g., the discoveries made by Swanson’s 
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[ 341 program which are nevertheless H-creative). In creative individuals, even the usual 
search space may be interestingly different or expanded so as to provide the basis for 
creative thought using the very same mechanisms that on other occasions would produce 
more mundane thoughts. 
Consider, for example, the problem of reading a science fiction story. Although cre- 
ativity is usually thought of in the context of problem-solving or inventive tasks, we 
believe that creativity is an essential and ubiquitous component of other kinds of rea- 
soning tasks as well, including explanatory and comprehension tasks. In point of fact, 
all these tasks involve understanding. Reading science fiction stories requires what we 
call creative understanding, in which the reader must learn enough about an alien world 
in a short text in order to accept it as the background for the story and simultaneously 
must understand the story itself. Creative understanding requires the extrapolation, mod- 
ification, or extension of existing concepts and theories to invent new ones [ 18,19,28]. 
The extrapolation is constrained by the content of the story, by the system’s exist- 
ing concepts and theories, and by the requirements of the reading and understanding 
task. 
As an example, consider the following short story, Men Are Different by Alan Bloch 
I’m an archaeologist, and Men are my business. Just the same, I wonder if we’ll 
ever find out about Men-I mean reaffy find out what made Man different from 
us Robots-by digging around on the dead planets. You see, I lived with a Man 
once, and I know it isn’t as simple as they told us back in school. 
We have a few records, of course, and Robots like me are filling in some of 
the gaps, but I think now that we aren’t really getting anywhere. We know, or 
at least the historians say we know, that Men came from a planet called Earth. 
We know, too, that they rode out bravely from star to star; and wherever they 
stopped, they left colonies-Men, Robots, and sometimes both-against their 
return. But they never came back. 
Those were the shining days of the world. But are we so old now? Men had 
a bright flame-the old word is “divine”, I think-that flung them far across the 
night skies, and we have lost the strands of the web they wove. 
Our scientists tell us that Men were very much like us-and the skeleton of a 
Man is, to be sure, almost the same as the skeleton of a Robot, except that it’s 
made of some calcium compound instead of titanium. Just the same, there are 
other differences. 
It was on my last field trip, to one of the inner planets, that I met the Man. He 
must have been the last Man in this system, and he’d forgotten how to talk-he’d 
been alone so long. I planned to bring him back with me. Something happened 
to him, though. 
One day, for no reason at all, he complained of the heat. I checked his 
temperature and decided that his thermostat circuits were shot. I had a kit of 
field spares with me, and he was obviously out of order, so I went to work. I 
pushed the needle into his neck to operate the cut-off switch, and he stopped 
moving, just like a Robot. But when I opened him up he wasn’t the same inside. 
And when I put him back together I couldn’t get him running again. Then he sort 
of weathered away-and by the time I was ready to come home, about a year 
later, there was nothing left of him but bones. Yes, Men are indeed different. 
In order to understand this story. the reader must infer that the narrator is a robot, 
that robots are the dominant lifeform in the future, that humans have practically died 
out, that robots are capable of making factual errors such as the ones that the narrator 
made, and so on. The reader must construct an appropriate model of this world, and 
interpret the story with respect to this model even as the model evolves. The reader 
must also be willing to suspend disbelief [ 4,5] to understand concepts which do not fit 
into a standard world view. This is another example of a strategic control mechanism 
that requires a willingness to take a cognitive risk. 
In Mere Are DifSerent, robots, which in the real world are physical objects used as 
tools in manufacturing, are conceptualized as independent volitional agents. The new 
concepts are constructed by merging and extending the existing concepts representing 
human agents and robotic artifacts, resulting in a novel view of the situation at hand 
[ 181. The reader must adopt this view to build an appropriate story model. Interestingly, 
the irony in this story derives from the fact that the robot in the story performs what 
one might view as the reverse inference: conceptualizing the man as a physical object 
to be repaired in a manner that one might use to repair a physical robotic device [ 19 1. 
It would, of course, be unreasonable to assume a special purpose “meta-search space” 
generator for science fiction story understanding. The creative understanding processes 
required to read Men At-u Different arc not unique to science fiction stories; understanding 
any fictional story requires similar kinds of processing. The same is true of nonfictional 
stories as well as unfamiliar real-world scenarios, although the types and degree of 
conceptual modifications required may be different. 
Thus, reading a science fiction story is presumably accomplished within the same 
type of search space and using the same set of reading and comprehension operators as 
reading a mundane narrative. The example illustrates that these ordinary operators and 
processes can take the reasoner out of the space that would usually be explored. In fact, 
situations like this show just how fluid the movement is from the usual to the unusual. 
The question, of course, is how the search space comes to be expanded to facilitate 
creative thought using ordinary mechanisms. If normal traversal of a search space de- 
pends on knowledge, inferential methods, and control methods, then interesting paths 
may result from modifying any of these three components. Most obviously, transforma- 
tions of basic knowledge (e.g., conceptual change) can yield new results. But application 
of new inferential methods can also produce novelty; for example, adopting a heuristic 
from a different task context, such as an architect adopting the engineer’s heuristic of 
“incorporate the obstacle”. Finally, differences in control methods will produce differ- 
ences in results; consider methodological differences between scientists, such as the 
willingness to take cognitive risks, the willingness to explore a “silly” idea, the ability 
to evaluate and prune unlikely candidates. For example, we would rate AM+Lenat as 
a creative combination even though AM by itself was not. Analysis of the task and 
situation influences the knowledge, inferential methods, and control strategies that are 
available. 
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5. Constructive modeling 
Reading and understanding Men are Different requires the invention of a system of 
concepts and theories that represent a sentient, humanoid robot, through the extension of 
one’s prior understanding of multiple concepts, such as volitional agents, men, and in- 
dustrial robots [ 181. In creative design, too, new conceptual structures are formed from 
multiple sources. Problem descriptions are incrementally elaborated and reformulated, 
typically by analogy to pieces of several similar problems. New design ideas are gener- 
ated by combining several ideas from experiences with existing devices. The behavior 
of a proposed design is predicted, simulated, and visualized based on multiple pieces of 
knowledge of how related devices or design pieces work. 
These are everyday instances of the constructive modeling process we have found 
to be central in significant scientific discoveries throughout the history of the sci- 
ences. For example, it figures centrally in the development of the field representa- 
tion of electromagnetic forces by Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell. Here 
we will illustrate our points by looking briefly at Maxwell’s derivation of the electro- 
magnetic field equations [ 171. The Maxwell case reinforces Boden’s contention that 
even in instances of H-creativity, explaining the episode demands an analysis of P- 
creativity. 
This case shows constructive modeling to be a dynamic process involving analogical 
and visual modeling as well as thought experimentation (mental simulation) to create 
sources where no direct analogy exists [ 3,22-251. What distinguishes this process from 
the computational models of analogical reasoning Boden discusses is that they employ 
cases where the analogical base is ready to hand. Further, although Boden does note the 
importance of visual representation in some instances of analogy, neither she nor the 
computational models she discusses attempt to integrate it into their accounts. Indeed, 
we believe the constructive modeling processes identified in the Maxwell case show the 
need for an integrated account of analogy, visual representation, and mental modeling 
for understanding creative thinking. 
Finally, this case points to something missing entirely from Boden’s analysis. The 
social context is crucial to understanding a creative episode in science-and we presume 
in more ordinary cases, too. Maxwell’s location in Cambridge led to his training as a 
mathematical physicist. This determined the nature of the theoretical, experimental, and 
mathematical knowledge and the methodological practices with which he formulated 
the problem and approached its solution. The work of Faraday and William Thomson 
(later, Lord Kelvin) contributed to these as well. Continental physicists working on 
electromagnetism at the same time employed quite different practices and drew from 
fundamentally different mathematical and physical representational structures. These 
kinds of social factors can be figured into the account without our being required to 
produce a computational model of culture. 
Maxwell’s constructive modeling process provides a good example of an instance in 
which all five of the aspects of creative thinking we have been discussing are employed. 
He used multiple knowledge domains and informational formats, in the context of solv- 
ing a complex problem within specific cognitive and social situation. Maxwell exercised 
strategic control continually to evaluate the models and the inferences he drew from 
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them, and to integrate the solutions to the sub-problems into a consistent mathemati- 
cal representation. The modeling process involved adjusting multiple constraints drawn 
from 
the physics of elastic fluids, 
experimental data on electricity and magnetism, 
Faraday’s hypotheses about the lines of force that form when iron filings are 
sprinkled around magnets and charged matter [ 71, 
Faraday’s visual lines of force model (shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b)), accounting for 
continuous transmission and interconversion of forces [ 17, Vol. 1, pp. 155-2291, 
Faraday’s interlocking curves model (shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b)), representing 
the dynamical balance between electricity and magnetism [ 17, p. 194n], and 
William Thomson’s hypothesis of rotational motion of magnetism and his analogies, 
and mathematical equations [ 161. 
Maxwell’s goal ] 17, Vol. I, pp. 451-S 131 was to provide a unified representation 
of the continuous transmission of electric and magnetic forces that he hoped would 
encompass optical phenomena as well. The full model is an imaginary hybrid construc- 





tion that integrates physical and mathematical constraints from two analogical source 
domains-continuum mechanics (fluids, elastic media, etc.) and machine mechanics- 
with constructs from magnetism and electricity. Unlike the cases customarily considered 
in the literature on analogy, where an existing problem solution in the source domain is 
transferred to the target domain, in this case, the source and target domains interact to 
create and modify a series of constructed models that become the objects with which 
Maxwell reasoned [ 24,251. Further, reasoning with the models demands that they pro- 
vide simulations and thus be animated in a manner similar to thought experiments [ 231. 
In the text itself, Maxwell provided an extensive set of instructions for how the reader 
should visualize and animate the models. 
Maxwell’s model construction proceeded as follows. Maxwell first constructed a 
primitive model (Fig. 3(a)) consistent with the constraints discussed above: a fluid 
medium composed of elastic vortices and under stress. With this form of the model 
he was able to provide a mathematical representation for several magnetic phenom- 
ena. Analyzing the relationships between current and magnetism required alteration of 
the model. We can see in Fig. 3(a) that all the vortices are rotating in the same 
direction, which means that since they touch, friction is produced and they will even- 
tually stop. Mechanical consistency, thus, requires the introduction of “idle wheels” 
(as in machine gears) surrounding the vortices, and Maxwell argued that their trans- 
lational motion could be used to represent electricity. Fig. 3(b) shows a cross section 
of the hybrid model. For the purposes of calculation, Maxwell now had to make the 
elastic vortices into rigid pseudospheres. We can see how the imaginary system pro- 
vides a mechanical interpretation for electromagnetism: motion of the particles creates 
motion of the vortices and vice versa. In this model, as was known experimentally, 
electric current produces magnetic effects and changes in magnetic effects produce 
current. Using the model, he derived mathematical equations to represent these relation- 
ships. 
It then took Maxwell nine months to figure out how to represent the final-and 
most critical-piece of the problem: electrostatic actions. He found that if he made 
the vortices elastic and identified electrostatic polarization with elastic displacement, 
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he could calculate the wave of distortion produced by polarization. That is, adding 
elasticity to the model enabled him to show that electromagnetic actions are propa- 
gated with a time delay, i.e., they are field actions and not Newtonian actions at a 
distance. At this point, we have a fully mathematized representation of the electro- 
magnetic field. There are significant sign “errors” in this part of Maxwell’s analy- 
sis, but Nersessian [21,24] has argued that all but one (a minor substitution error) 
can be seen not to be errors when we view him as reasoning via the constructed 
model. 
This case study illustrates that it was through a process of embodying physical and 
mathematical constraints in a series of constructed models and reasoning about and with 
these that Maxwell generated the field equations for electromagnetism-an historically 
and individually creative process. 
6. Summary and conclusions 
Inference and the control of inference, knowledge representation and representational 
change: these are the main interrelated pieces of the creativity puzzle. Each relies heavily 
on episodic and semantic memory. Together, they fit into a model of reasoning that is 
recognizable as (but looser than) case-based reasoning. A creative individual is one in 
whom these factors combine to form a search space-a repertoire of thoughts-that is 
different from the usual and contains many creative ideas waiting to be constructed. 
Of course, the search space can only be explored in the context of a task or problem 
and a specific situation; thus, the repertoire is delined pragmatically, and serendipity (as 
Boden points out) plays an important role. 
In a specific individual, more creative thoughts will likely result when these pieces 
come together in a novel way to yield an unexplored and unexpected path through the 
search space. Creativity, as Boden points out, is not an all-or-none phenomenon. Every 
new thought is creative to some extent. Every new thought results from those same 
processes that, on occasion, produce results we value as creative. The more the search 
space is varied in a given context (through representational change, novel inferential 
methods, or strategic control heuristics), the more creative the resulting thoughts are 
likely to be. Over time, an individual may become more expert as he or she acquires 
(or reformulates) knowledge, reasoning strategies, and methodologies that change the 
search space or how it is explored. 
The framework we have sketched here is broadly compatible with Boden’s, but is more 
specific in its suggestions for integrating multiple types of interacting and interactive 
processes in a task context. In accounting for creativity, we emphasize issues of control 
and the role of experience (or cases). By focusing on how mental activity is directed 
towards a task in some situation, we ensure that the resulting theory addresses pragmatic 
issues in thinking and control of thinking. As Boden would require, our approach is 
computational. We believe, in fact, that the greatest contribution of The Creative Mind 
is the clear case it presents for the legitimacy of computational theories of creativity. 
Boden leads the reader to an understanding of that goal, and, having framed the question, 
suggests how research might proceed towards a meaningful answer. 
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